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What does sustainable mean?  
“We tried to give it an analytical definition:  

You don’t draw down renewable resources 

faster than they regenerate.  You don’t 

deplete non-renewables faster than you can 

develop renewable substitutes.  You don’t 

pollute the environment faster than it can 

absorb and reprocess the waste.”   

--Herman Daly, Ph.D., ecological economist and 

professor emeritus at the University of 

Maryland’s School of Public Policy.   

 

News and Views: 
 Here’s a notice from Norm Dueck, who 

has been a soil and crop consultant who 

has served central B.C. for a number of 

years.  “HeartLand Soil & Crop 

Solutions (myself) and A&L Canada 

Laboratories from London ON have 

agreed on a work relationship that will 

see myself representing the lab in British 

Columbia effective immediately. More 

territory will be added in January. This is 

exciting news on many levels but first 

and foremost, this means I have access 

to all of A&L agronomy training on a 

regular basis which will help put 

HeartLand at the forefront of agronomy 

developments and research! I have 

attended their agronomy workshops in 

the past and it is standard procedure to 

come away with a headache and a lot of 

very valuable information. A&L has and 

is doing a lot of research on soil 

microbiological activity and soil 

chemistry and this is coming from some 

of the folks most versed in soil health! 

There are a lot of new and exciting 

developments coming from that angle!” 

 If you want to see how one of Alberta’s 

most notable ranchers handles calving, 

check out this:  

http://www.beefresearch.ca/blog/how-

fresh-pens-and-pastures-prevent-calf-

losses/  Mr. Wray may challenge your 

practices if you are a traditionalist who 

does early calving on one lot.   
 Is our North American culture the only 

one that eats so much meat?  Not 

according to the eminent cultural 

historian Fernand Braudel.  He writes 

that in the 15
th

 century, in The 

Netherlands “meat was so commonly 

eaten that even in times of famine, 

demand scarcely fell.”   He adds, 

“Tables laden with meat presuppose 

regular supplies from the countryside or 

from nearby mountains (the Swiss 

Cantons); Germany and northern Italy 

were supplied even more plentifully 

from the eastern regions of Poland, 

Hungary and the Balkan countries, 

which still sent half-wild cattle 

westwards on the hoof in the sixteenth 

century.  No one turned a hair at the 

sight of ‘extraordinary herds of 16,000 

or even 20,000 oxen’ at a time pouring 

into the large cattle fair in Germany at 

Buttstedt near Weimar.  In Venice herds 

from the East arrived overland or via 

shipping points in Dalmatia; they were 

rested before slaughter on the Lido 

Island, which was also used for testing 

artillery pieces. . .” [One hopes the cattle 

were not on the island at the same time 

as artillery practice.]   --from the 

structures of Everyday Life, Volume 1. 
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Vegetable Gardening at North Star House Farm 

By Catherine Heinzelman and Paul Zeegers 

Our farm is called North Star House Farm, and we're actually located in Kersley, south of 

Quesnel.  It's the first time we've tried purple cauliflower, [the variety is] Graffiti, from Vesey's 

Seeds.  We found it to taste sweeter than regular (liked it in pasta salads).   We often buy the 

variety pack (All Season Blend) and wouldn't know the difference of variety, but wanted to try 

something new.  Paul noticed folks were interested in different coloured veggies and we've 

always had good luck with purple anything--cabbage, kohlrabi, and broccoli:  they seem to be 

more resistant to pests/weather.   

 

Paul finds one pound bags are more convenient for buyers; often folks are coming to shop for the 

week and not until later in the summer are they looking for preserving veggies (sauerkraut, 

pickles, salsa, etc.) We also found these purple ones stayed nicer longer in the fields; when the 

white ones might start to open and bloom up, these stayed compact and edible, hence the giant 

size.  I think they got lost and could have been harvested earlier and Paul was surprised to find 

them. 

 

We work the garden soil with compost after chickens and pigs have been cultivating it.  

The first crop in is garlic, then work with raised beds, mulch and after transplanting into the 

rows, with irrigation lines through. With good mulch there's not so much weeding, and the plants 

soon shoot up to choke out weeds. We start the seeds around March; it's been different each of 

the past years so we 

are looking forward 

this year to have the 

big (new-to-us) 

greenhouse heated 

and have the seed 

trays in natural 

light. 

 

Right:  A photo from 

last year, with the 

garlic planted and 

mulched for winter. 

The veggies are in 

the row behind, the 

last of the fall crop.      
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Left:  Cauliflower grown by Paul Zeegers of Quesnel 

this past summer.  This year these were 7.5 and 8.5 

pounds.  He chops them into chunks to sell in 1 lb bags 

because no-one in their right mind would buy a whole 

one! 

 

[Ed. Note:  Cathy and Paul also raise Dexter cattle.  

Eskerhazy Farm bought a very fine bull from Cathy 

and Paul some years ago.] 

 

[Another note:  If you watch Knowledge Network on 

TV, you might see Cathy and Paul in a short feature 

about supporting the network.] 

 

 

Comment: 

How long was your grazing season this year? 
 For some people, cows on pasture or range during our summer drought meant they may 

have had subpar forage and—worse—a difficult time finding water when watering holes dried 

up.  If you had plenty water and moved cows a lot, things went a bit better.   

 On Eskerhazy Farm with only four cows this summer, our paddocks were tiny, but we 

moved the cattle when grass was still six to eight inches high.  This meant that they grazed from 

May 4 until November 1 (time of writing, with one or two days left to go).   I define grazing as 

“cows eating grass without depending on hay.”  Our cows always have dry hay available, but as 

of yesterday, they hadn’t taken more than a few forkfuls for more than six weeks and almost 

none since June.    

 What skews the results is that our cows graze on the best land on the farm:  deep topsoil 

and a high water table.  What interests me—but I can’t do the math—is that  

 1) the crop production and soil health seems to be improving under this sort of grazing;  

 2) there must be a significant cost savings for each month of quality grazing as opposed 

to feeding stored forage and/or having herd health and weight increase suffer because of 

insufficient pasture.   

 And then there is the savings that may come from not having to run the machinery to 

make more bales, the fuel, and so on, minus the labour and fencing supplies to make quicker 

rotations possible.  I suppose there must be someone, somewhere who has done the math on this.   
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Free range Chickens on a Fairly Large Scale 

Notes:  When we hear “free range” we might think of your or my backyard flocks with chickens 

running beneath the goats’ legs.  Or we may have heard of monster-farms with 20,000 birds and 

only a few openings (“access to outdoor”) for the birds, who probably have to take a number to 

get their chance to see sun and grass.   

These two descriptions (above)  may 

represent ends of a spectrum.  On a twenty-

acre field near my hometown a farming 

family raises chickens by the thousands and 

yes! the chickens do like to go outside, and 

they do have a lot of freedom to peck, 

scratch and dust.  This is not an organic 

operation but it is one that allows the egg-

layers to express their natural instincts.   My 

brothers told me that the chickens seem to be 

out in pretty cold weather, too.  The entire 

field is fenced to keep out land-based 

predators.  (I guess they don’t have trouble 

with eagles or goshawks at that location.) 


